The Ex-Offender's Quick Job Hunting Guide
Putting the 10 Steps Into Action
Ron and Caryl Krannich, Ph.D.s

“Holds the potential of becoming one of the decade’s most significant books . . . a force for good in changing lives and conserving public resources.”—Joyce Lain Kennedy, syndicated careers columnist. That’s what critics say about the authors’ comprehensive companion job search guide for ex-offenders—The Ex-Offender’s Job Hunting Guide (see page 6). Jam-packed with practical insights, self-tests, and exercises, this user-friendly workbook is ideal for both self-directed and instructional purposes. Designed to implement 10 steps for re-entering the work world, the book includes special sections on changing attitudes, community re-entry, networking, completing applications, writing resumes, handling rejections, interviewing, taking responsibility, telling the truth about one’s background, and developing an action plan for making it on the outside. 2006. 128 pages. ISBN 1-57023-250-4. $9.95.

Re-entry Success

Essential Re-Entry Employment Guides For Ex-Offenders
Build your own curriculum with these six powerful job-finding guides produced by three of America’s leading career experts (Krannich, Krannich, and Enelow). Assisting ex-offenders in overcoming numerous barriers to employment, these books are the most thorough-going and engaging resources for developing and/or supplementing an ex-offender re-entry/job search curriculum. Rich with cutting-edge insights, examples, and exercises. SPECIALS: $79.95 for all six books; above $20-60% discounts apply to each title.

- Best Resumes and Letters for Ex-Offenders ($19.95)
- The Ex-Offender’s Job Hunting Guide ($17.95)
- The Ex-Offender’s Quick Job Hunting Guide ($9.95)
- Job Interview Tips for People With Not-So-Hot Backgrounds ($14.95)
- No One Will Hire Me! ($15.95)
- Overcoming Barriers to Employment ($17.95)

From the Inside Out Curriculum: Taking Personal Responsibility for the Relationships in Your Life
Earnie Larson
This 12-week curriculum helps ex-offenders build, strengthen, and maintain relationships. Created in partnership with the Michigan Department of Corrections, it’s equally effective in non-corrective settings. Provides concrete examples, specific advice, inmate testimonials, and role plays to teach inmates how to improve relationships by taking responsibility for themselves. Helps inmates build healthy relationships. Program includes three DVDs ($149.00 each), a 124-page facilitator’s guide ($89.95), and 44 pages of reproducible worksheets ($32.95). Each DVD is divided into four parts. 1999. Close-captioned. SPECIALS: Complete package for $550.00. 10% discount on 10+ packages.

- Taking Personal Responsibility – 40 minutes
- Recognizing Old Behavior Patterns – 46 minutes
- Being Trustworthy – 46 minutes

Complete Living Skills Program
Managing day-to-day skills is a challenge for individuals who are leaving treatment or a corrections setting. This popular program includes six 20-minute DVDs, 180 pamphlets (30 each of 6 topics), and 180 workbooks (30 each of 6 topics). SPECIALS: $1,150.00 for complete package. Can purchase DVDs separately.

Putting the Bars Behind You Series
Five self-directed instructional books provide practical advice on making a successful transition from prison to the outside world. Each book is jam-packed with real-life examples, questions, worksheets, tips, and review sections. 1998. 2006. Five books. SPECIALS: $115.00 each, or all six for $675.00. Can purchase a package containing one DVD, 30 pamphlets covering that topic, and 30 workbooks for $199.00.

- Looking for Work
- Making Decisions
- Managing Money
- Refusal Skills
- Values & Personal Responsibility
- Hygiene and Self-Care

Job Smarts and Survival Curriculum
These two workbooks help people with special needs and difficult backgrounds handle employability issues: Job Smarts and Job Survival. Cover everything for getting and keeping a job: goals, attitudes, skills, habits, applications,
interviews, responsibilities, and stress. Perfect for ex-offenders and those with learning disabilities, at-risk behaviors, and low reading levels. $9.95 each, $18.95 for both. Corresponding instructor’s guides are available for $24.95 (Job Smarts) and $19.95 (Job Survival). SPECIAL: Complete curriculum for $69.95.

**Interview Skills Survival Training Program for Ex-Offenders**
This training package helps ex-offenders ace the job interview. Designed for the non-professional trainer—corrections staff, probation and parole officers, case managers, and others who provide job search counseling and advice to difficult-to-place job seekers. Includes a 20-minute video (Ex-Offenders CAN Ace the Interview, available as a VHS or DVD), facilitator’s guide, 10 copies of the participant workbook/bookkit, PowerPoint overheads, and reproducible pre- and post-assessment handouts (available in facilitator’s guide). Complete package for $299.95. Can purchase the video separately for $129.00; DVD version available for $139.95; please specify which format when ordering.

**Pre-Release Survival Skills Educational Training Package for Juveniles**
Designed to prepare incarcerated juveniles for re-entry success, this training package includes an Instructor’s Guide, Video, 12 Survival Guides for Juvenile Offenders, Overhead Sides, and Knowledge Cards. $395.00

**Interview Skills Survival Guide for Ex-Offenders**
This easy-to-read 30-page booklet focuses on every aspect of interviewing. Shows how to overcome barriers and identifies skills necessary for acing the interview. Includes sample interview questions and answers along with strategies to convince employers to hire ex-offenders. Also available in Spanish. Package of 25 booklets for $189.95. SPECIAL: 100 booklets for $739.95.

**Job Search Survival Guide for Ex-Offenders**
This 34-page booklet brims with advice for ex-offenders who face barriers in conducting a successful job search. Packed with quizzes, questions, issues, checklists, how to’s, and much more. Package of 25 booklets for $144.95. SPECIAL: 100 booklets for $549.95.

**Your Job Search Survival Guide (for Juveniles)**
This easy-to-read booklet is packed with tips, advice, strategies, and know how on how juveniles can get jobs. Package of 25 booklets for $144.95. SPECIAL: 100 booklets for $549.95.

**Survival Guides for Juvenile Offenders**
These 12 hands-on workbooks help young offenders use their time wisely in preparing to re-enter the free world. Packed with colorful graphics, exercises and questionnaires. $59.40. SPECIALS: 10 sets for $579.00; 100 sets for $5,499.00. Individual titles available in units of 25 for $119.95.

- How to Capitalize on Doing Time
- Sharpen Your Survival Skills
- First Things First
- Self-Esteem Isn’t for Sissies
- Success Comes in Cans
- Get A Mentor
- Goal Setting for Survival
- Decide to Be Decisive
- Show Me the Money!!
- Your Employment Future
- Independent Living Review
- My Survival Skills Reentry Plan
- Anger Past and Present
- What Causes Anger
- Anger and Aggression
- Managing Your Anger

**Cage Your Rage Program**
Murray Cullen and Ronald R. Cullen
This integrated training package consists of one participant workbook (complimentary), a leader’s guide, and four videos or DVDs. The videos facilitate discussions about managing volatile emotions. Includes dramatized scenes to stimulate discussion and demonstrate anger management techniques. Inmates discuss their own methods of managing anger. 75 minutes. $475.00

**Cage Your Rage for Juveniles**
This program examines four critical areas in helping juvenile offenders identify and control anger that triggers their rage. Part One helps juveniles examine themselves and the roots of their anger. Part Two helps them understand how their anger turns into rage and leads to aggressive behavior. Part Three helps them analyze situations and develop appropriate responses to anger by using self-talk. Part Four offers anger management alternatives. Includes three videos (52 minutes), comprehensive leader’s guide, and workbook. $265.00. Workbooks available for $12.50 each.

**Addiction and Recovery**

**Beat the Street DVD Series**
Shows how to deal with frustration and chronic stress, and resist the lure of “easy money” and the street life. Includes a free 170-page Counselor’s Guide (contains 43 activities with reproducible worksheets, 98 suggested questions for leading discussions about each tape, and a useful bibliography). Can also customize the program for teens. 38-40 minutes each. VHS or DVD format. SPECIAL: Complete 5-video series with Counselor’s Guide for only $750.00 (save $225.00).

- Street Smarts: Learning to Avoid Relapse
- Back on the Block: Early Recovery
- Recovering Relationships: Families, Partners, and Kids
- Catcher! Feelings: New Ways to Cope With Emotion
- Making It Happen: Work, Money, School, and Good Times

**Drug and Alcohol Prevention Video Series for Teens**
Features poignant, hard-hitting testimonials from teens in recovery. Debunks myths and presents important pharmacological facts. 15 to 24 minutes each. 2003. $149.00 each. SPECIAL: $1,295.00 for all 9 videos or DVDs. Need to specify which format videos you prefer, when ordering.

- Club Drugs: Nothing to Rave About
- Cocaine/Crack
- Inhalants: Danger! Toxic Chemicals
- Heroin: Overcast
- Marijuana: Reality Check
- Nicotine: SmokeFree TV
- Alcohol
- Methamphetamine
- Prescription Drugs

**A New Direction for Ex-Offenders**
Developed by Hazelden in partnership with the Minnesota Department of Corrections. The cognitive-behavioral approach helps inmates see how their attitudes and assumptions fuel destructive behaviors. The program includes these five modules with corresponding videos, facilitator’s guides, and workbooks:

- Criminal & Addictive Thinking
- Drug and Alcohol Education
- Socialization
- Relapse Prevention
- Release and Reintegration Preparation

Available in two versions: SHORT-TERM PACKAGE—$3,500.00 (Includes 11 DVDs, 7 facilitator’s guides, and 600 workbooks for operating a 3- to 6-month program with 100 clients), or LONG-TERM PACKAGE—$4,900.00 (Includes 11 videos, 7 facilitator’s guides, and 700 workbooks for operating a 6- to 12-month program with 100 clients). Both packages include an “Intake and Orientation” component (1 DVD, 1 facilitator’s guide, and 100 workbooks).

**Mental Health & Disabilities**

**Mental Health and Co-Occurring Disorders DVD Series**
This video training series developed by renowned expert Kenneth Minkoff, M.D. addresses some of the most important treatment issues relating to co-occurring disorders. Can purchase separately at $99.95 per DVD or $115.00 for the Trainer’s Package (DVD plus a corresponding pamphlet, workbook, and facilitator guide). Each program also can be purchased with accompanying pamphlet ($2.95), workbook ($4.25) and facilitator guide ($9.95). SPECIALS: $999.95 for all 11 DVDs; $1,595.00 for all 11 DVDs plus 10 pamphlets, 10 workbooks, and 1 facilitator guide per DVD program

- Preventing Relapse
- Understanding Bipolar Disorder and Addiction
- Understanding Borderline Personality Disorder and Addiction
- Understanding Depression and Addiction
- Understanding Dissociative Disorders and Addiction
- Understanding Major Anxiety Disorders and Addiction
Change Your Beliefs and Behavior
Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy (REBT), cornerstone of psychotherapy since the 1950s, is based on the principle that individuals can change their behavior by changing their beliefs. This REBT program helps individuals develop the capability to identify and choose positive alternatives to negative thoughts and actions. Includes eight 30-minute DVDs plus a free “Understanding” DVD.

Adolescents Co-Occurring Disorders Curriculum
Created specifically for teens in treatment, the topic of this compelling training curriculum is the introduction of young clients to strategies for staying sober while coping with a co-occurring disorder. The curriculum includes five modules and a facilitator’s guide/workbook. $249.00
- Substance Use and Mood Disorder ($59.95)
- Substance Use and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder ($59.95)
- Substance Use and Conduct Disorder ($59.95)
- Substance Use and Oppositional Defiant Disorder ($59.95)

New Ex-Offender Re-Entry Resources
Best Resumes and Letters for Ex-Offenders
Wendy S. Enelow and Ronald L. Krannich, Ph.D.
Finally, a resume guide that addresses special issues facing ex-offenders. Includes sound advice on how to write, produce, distribute, and follow up resumes and letters. Includes more than 60 examples of outstanding resumes and letters written for ex-offenders. 2006. 268 pages. ISBN 1-57023-251-2. $19.95. SPECIAL: 20-60% discounts (see page 1).

Overcoming Barriers to Employment
127 Great Tips for Putting Red Flags Behind You
Ron and Caryl Krannich, Ph.Ds
Millions of individuals face barriers to finding a job. These barriers result from red flags in their background (job hopping, fired, incarcerated, limited education, few skills) as well as inappropriate attitudes and behaviors. This book catalogs 127 of the most important barriers. Includes sound advice on how to overcome each barrier. 2006. 212 pages. ISBN 1-57023-253-9. $17.95. SPECIAL: 20-60% discounts (see page 1).

No One Will Hire Me!
Avoid 17 Mistakes and Win the Job! (3rd Edition)
Ron and Caryl Krannich, Ph.Ds
This bestseller identifies 17 mistakes job seekers make, from failing to articulate goals and knowing one’s worth to improperly using Internet resources, looking for jobs in the wrong places, and prematurely accepting an offer. Each chapter identifies a mistake and then offers analyses, self-tests, and exercises for avoiding the error. 2007. 208 pages. ISBN 1-57023-266-0. $15.95. SPECIAL: 20-60% discounts (see page 1).

Blue-Collar Resume and Job Hunting Guide
Ron and Caryl Krannich, Ph.Ds
Organizing the job search around a 10-step process, this book offers blue-collar workers the latest tips on how to organize and implement an effective job search and succeed on the job. Includes 40+ resume and letter examples. 304 pages. 2007. ISBN 1-57023-258-X. $15.95. SPECIAL: 20-60% discounts (see page 1).

Life Skills
Consumer Education
This multi-award winning (ABC-CLIO 3 Star) live-action DVD series helps viewers develop basic everyday consumer skills. Includes teacher’s guides for each DVD with objectives, discussion questions, and activities. Also includes black line masters for making unlimited copies of activity sheets that go with each DVD. Each DVD runs about 15 minutes and includes an activity pack of worksheets for each topic area. $109.00 each or $850.00 for complete series of 8 DVDs.
- Credit and Loans
- Checking and Savings
- The Car That’s Right For You
- Apartment For Rent

Life Steps DVD Series
This 12-DVD series is designed to build the critical traits of character, resiliency, and emotional intelligence, and help viewers become the best people they can be. Each DVD reflects a multi-ethnic group, is approximately 28 minutes, and includes a Leader’s Guide. 2003. $74.95 each. SPECIAL: All 12 DVDs and guide for $799.00. Also available in VHS format.
- ABCs of Emotional Intelligence
- Knowing Who You Are
- Taking Charge
- Bouncing Back
- Empathy, Caring & Compassion
- Creative Problem Solving
- Getting Along With Others
- Building Character
- Respect
- Responsibility
- Healthy Relationships
- Doing Your Best

Re-Entry Today
American Correctional Association
Examines the major issues and problems facing offenders returning to community. Insightful articles offer important solutions to the problems. 125 pages. 2006. $25.00. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Desktop Guide to Re-Entry for Juvenile Confinement Facilities
Hendrix, Moeser, Rouih, and Zimmermann (Editors)
This “nuts and bolts” resource guide addresses a widespread problem—few juvenile confinement facilities have the time and resources to offer adequate treatment and counseling to help juvenile offenders successfully return to the community. Examines all facets of the reentry process and offers practical solutions. 156 pages. June 2007. $28.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Instruments
Offender Reintegration Scale
John Liptak, Ed.D.
This 6-panel foldout paper-and-pencil instrument measures potential barriers to re-entry success for ex-offenders in five major categories: Basic Needs, Job Search, Family Concerns, Life Skills, and Career Development. Ideal instrument for quickly screening offenders before release and for targeting rehabilitation and training. After identifying their transferable skills, users explore jobs related to their strongest transferable skills. Takes 20-25 minutes to complete and score. Includes an Administrator’s Guide with instructions and information for using the assessment in a variety of correctional and post-correctional situations. September 2007. Package of 25 for $32.95. SPECIAL: 10+ packages: $28.95 each.

SPECIALS:
- Doing Your Best
- Responsibility
- Healthy Relationships
- Doing Your Best
- Understanding Perfectionism
- Understanding Shame
- Understanding Self-Esteem
- Understanding Guilt
- Understanding Anger
- Understanding Depression
- Understanding Grief
- Understanding Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder and Addiction
- Understanding Personality Problems and Addiction
- Understanding Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Addiction
- Understanding Schizophrenia and Addiction
- Understanding Substance Use and Adjustment Disorder
- Understanding Anger Management Facilitator’s Guide and Workbook on CD-ROM ($14.95)
- Understanding Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Addiction
- Understanding Schizophrenia and Addiction
- Understanding Suicide and Addiction

Hotline
800.361.1055
703.335.9486
online ordering www.impactpublications.com
Starting Fresh With a Troubled Background
Ideal for ex-offenders and others with troubled and not-so-hot backgrounds. Shows how an ex-offender can overcome the many obstacles in finding a job, from organizing and implementing a job search to writing honest resumes and letters and disclosing a criminal past during interviews. 18-20 minutes each. June 2007. $98.00 (VHS) or $108.00 (DVD) each. SPECIAL: $269.95 (VHS) or $299.95 (DVD) for all three programs.

- How I Found a Job With a Troubled Background
- Resumes and Cover Letters for Job Hunters With a Criminal Record
- Job Interviewing With a Troubled Background

Countdown to Freedom: Ex-Offender Re-Entry and Re-Integration
This six-part video series takes offenders step-by-step through the transition process—from incarceration to community re-integration. Includes candid interviews with professionals and ex-offenders on what to expect. Ex-offenders learn what actions they must take, how to prevent relapse and overcome barriers, and much more. Available in men's or women's versions (we automatically ship the men's version unless specified otherwise). Each program runs 15-25 minutes. Close-captioned. July 2007. $129.00 (DVD) or $139.00 (VHS) each. SPECIAL: $695.00 (DVD) or $725.00 (VHS) for complete series of six programs.

- Preparation for Release: Part One
- Preparation for Release: Part Two
- Day of Release
- Release and Beyond: Lifestyle Changes
- Release and Beyond: Relapse Triggers
- Release and Beyond: Support Systems

Job Search Strategies for Ex-Offenders Series
Assists ex-offenders in preparing for the most critical steps in the job search and career planning processes. Covers everything from putting together a powerful resume and preparing for the job interview to dressing properly and deciding what you want to do with the rest of your life. DVD or VHS formats. 2006. $99.00 each. SPECIAL: $289.95 for all three programs.

- Interview Techniques
- Resume Realities
- Career Strategies—Give and Take

Living Free: Inspiring Ex-Offenders to Overcome Career and Life Barriers and Find Success
Addresses the many challenges facing ex-offenders through the eyes of four ex-offenders who share their stories on their first experiences after release. They explain how they overcame barriers, such as transportation and finding employment, and how they dealt with the pressures of society. They also stress the importance of developing positive relationships, the role family plays in their lives, and the many things they've done to turn their lives around. 31 minutes. 2006. $129.00 (DVD) or $139.00 (VHS).

Parole – Getting Out and Staying Out
This program follows paroled prisoners as they re-enter civilian life and face challenges both large and small. Provides an eye-opening look at the typical parolee’s struggle to find work, stay away from drugs and former friends, and maintain a positive attitude about the future. 16 minutes. DVD and VHS versions. Close-captioned. 2006. $59.95
Special Value Collections

Ex-Offender’s Job Finding and Re-Entry Kit
Help ex-offenders make successful transitions to the free world with this outstanding collection of “must have” books and videos. Each resource addresses major employment-related issues, from changing attitudes and behaviors and being truthful and responsible to writing resumes and letters, networking, and interviewing for jobs. Can purchase separately. SPECIAL: $579.95 (with DVDs), or $599.95 (with videos) for the complete kit!

BOOKS
- 9 to 5 Beats Ten to Life ($15.00)
- 99 Days and a Get Up ($9.95)
- Best Resumes and Letters for Ex-Offenders ($19.95)
- Ex-Offender’s Job Hunting Guide ($17.95)
- Ex-Offender’s Job Search Companion ($11.95)
- Man, I Need a Job! ($7.95)
- No One Is Unemployable ($29.95)
- No One Will Hire Me! ($15.95)
- Putting the Bars Behind You (6 books, $57.95)
- Quick Prep Careers ($18.95)

College Education for Ex-Offenders
Higher education is the key to changing lives and securing a prosperous future, especially for ex-offenders who discover a career path they really love. This collection of key college reference books helps individuals navigate to the day’s highly competitive education market, from identifying the right schools and programs to testing well and financing one’s education. Can purchase separately. SPECIAL: $410.95 for all 17 books.

TESTING FOR COLLEGE ENTRANCE
- ACT for Dummies ($16.99)
- Barron’s How to Prepare for the ACT Assessment ($16.99)
- Kaplan’s SAT Premier Program with CD-ROM ($35.99)
- SAT for Dummies ($16.99)

SELECTING THE RIGHT COLLEGE
- Barron’s Profiles of American Colleges ($28.99)
- Best 361 Colleges ($21.95)
- K & W Guide to Colleges for Students With Learning Disabilities ($27.00)
- Peterson’s Four-Year Colleges ($32.00)
- Peterson’s Guide to Distance Learning Programs ($29.95)
- Peterson’s Two-Year Colleges ($27.00)

FINANCING COLLEGE
- College Money Handbook ($32.00)
- How to Go to College Almost Free ($22.00)
- Kaplan’s Scholarships 2006 ($27.00)
- Scholarship Handbook ($27.95)

COLLEGE MAJORS & CAREERS
- Guide to College Majors ($21.00)
- The College Majors Handbook ($24.95)
- College Majors & Careers ($16.95)

Returning Home for Good!
Family & Parenting Attitudes, Skills, & Behaviors
This collection of resources addresses one of the most pressing issues facing ex-offenders—returning home. Can purchase separately. SPECIAL: $739.95 (with DVDs) or $779.95 (with videos) for the complete set.

BOOKS
- 7 Habits of Highly Effective Families ($15.00)
- 7 Habits of Highly Effective People Personal Workbook ($14.95)
- 7 Secrets of Successful Families ($12.99)
- 100 Ways to Motivate Yourself ($14.99)
- Attitude Is Everything ($14.95)
- The Little Gold Book of YES! Attitude ($19.99)
- Life Strategies ($13.95)
- Relationship Rescue ($22.95)

VIDEOS/DVDs
- Bad Dads ($99.95)
- Down But Not Out ($129.00/139.00)
- Post-Prison Blues ($129.00/139.00)
- The Story of Fathers and Sons ($149.95/159.95)
- The Story of Mothers and Daughters ($149.95/159.95)
Re-Entry and Employment Smarts

BOOKS

The Ex-Offender’s Job Hunting Guide: 10 Steps to a New Life in the Work World
Ron and Caryl Kranich, Ph.D.s

“Holds the potential of becoming one of the decade’s most significant books...a force for good in changing lives and conserving public resources.” — Joyce Lain Kennedy, syndicated careers columnist. This comprehensive book helps ex-offenders develop the proper attitudes and strategies for landing jobs that can lead to rewarding long-term careers. Individual chapters address such important issues as attitudes, motivations, goals, research, networking, applications, resumes, cover letters, interviews, and starting a new job. Rich with examples, tests, and exercises to develop an effective action plan. 2005. 224 pages. ISBN 1-57023-236-9. $17.95 SPECIALS: 20-60% discounts (see page 1).

Job Interview Tips for People With Not-So-Hot Backgrounds
Caryl and Ron Kranich, Ph.D.s

Speaks to millions of individuals with difficult backgrounds. Shows how to best prepare for interview questions that could become job knock-outs. Filled with numerous examples and cases, including criminal backgrounds, to illustrate how to provide honest and positive answers. 2004. 160 pages. ISBN 1-57023-213-X. $14.95. SPECIALS: 20-60% discounts (see page 1).

The Ex-Offender’s Job Search Manual
Louis N. Jones

This faith-based job search guide is designed for men and women who are struggling to find employment after being released from prison. Covers such topics as where to look for jobs, communicating proper attitudes, employer incentives, and much more. 88 pages. 2005. $15.00

Resume, Application, and Letter Tips for People With Hot and Not-So-Hot Backgrounds
Ron and Caryl Kranich, Ph.D.s

Offers 185 tips on how to best present yourself in writing to prospective employers. Covers everything from preparation to writing, production, distribution, and follow-up. Includes sample resumes and letters, self-assessment devices, and much more. 240 pages. 2006. $17.95. SPECIAL: 20-60% discounts.

Man, I Need a Job! (3rd Edition)
Ned Rollo

This bestselling guide focuses on the special employment needs of ex-offenders. Addresses how and when to disclose your record; plan a job search; write resumes; find openings; contact employers; complete applications; interview; find supports; overcome rejections; and accept and keep a job. Written by an ex-offender and experienced counselor, Used as a training guide for pre- and post-release programs. Also in a Spanish edition, “ Necesit Empleo!” 85 pages. 2005. $7.95. SPECIAL: 10 copies $74.50; 100 copies $695.00.

99 Days and a Get Up (3rd Edition)
Ned Rollo

Candid but compassionate, this handbook leads offenders and their loved ones through the turbulent period before and after release, helping establish a sense of perspective and control, thus reducing stress and fear. Revised and expanded to cover the last six months pre-release and the first six months post-release, the book gives honest, direct advice for dealing with the major barriers ex-offenders must overcome to achieve long-term success. 88 pages. 2005. $9.95. SPECIAL: 10 copies $89.50; 100 copies $795.00.

9 to 5 Beats Ten to Life
Mike Davis

Provides tips on preparing for a job while incarcerated; where to get career counseling; assessing one’s interests, talents, and personality; and more. Shows how to respond to ads, create a resume, complete job applications, and interview. 125 pages. 1996. $15.00. SPECIAL: 10 copies for $139.95.

Chicken Soup for the Prisoner’s Soul
Jack L. Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, and Tom Lagana

This collection of stories has touched the hearts of thousands of prisoners. It inspires them to transcend the thinking and behaviors of the past. Essential reading for family members, correctional officers, prison volunteers, and the general public—anyone who wishes to better understand the lives and challenges of ex-offenders. 348 pages. 2002. $14.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

No One Is Unemployable!
Debra L. Angel and Elisabeth E. Harney

Filled with practical solutions for handling the job problems of ex-offenders, recovering addicts, urban poor, stabilized homeless, refugees, displaced workers, youth, and welfare recipients. Offers sample solutions for over 80 different barriers candidates face. Includes 100 true stories and Power Tips. 1997. 273 pages. $29.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

How to Do Good After Prison
Michael B. Jackson

Addresses the many issues facing parolees, with special emphasis on how to stay out of trouble and become an exemplary citizen in the free world. Discusses such issues as parolee rights, good parolee habits, breaking bad habits, conditions of parole, and more. 128 pages. 2004. $14.95

Post-Prison Business Success Kit

Many ex-offenders have the right interests, skills, and motivation to start their own business. This set of books is packed with ideas and practical advice to assist ex-offenders in starting their own business, including seasoned advice on success from business guru and ex-offender Martha Stewart! Can purchase separately. SPECIAL: $199.95 for all 11 books.

- The $100,000+ Entrepreneur ($19.95)
- 201 Great Ideas for Your Small Business ($19.95)
- 202 Things You Can Buy and Sell for Big Profits! ($19.95)
- Complete Idiot’s Guide to Starting a Home-Based Business ($18.95)
- How to Buy, Sell, and Profit on eBay ($13.95)
- Kick-Start Your Dream Business ($18.95)
- The Martha Rules ($15.95)
- Small Business for Dummies ($21.99)
- Small Business Start-Up Kit ($24.99)
- Start Your Own Business ($24.95)
- What Business Should I Start? ($19.95)

VIDEOS/DVDs

9 to 5 Beats Ten to Life

Shows what to do, prior to release, to find a job. Divided into 15 learning segments, this popular video addresses such issues as: where to write for required documents, how to develop an employment portfolio, where and how to access useful community resources, and how to deal with difficult questions about one’s background. 1999. 40 minutes. VHS only. $95.00

Why Bother? Finding the Will to Go On

Ned Rollo addresses key issues of motivation and self-development among inmates and ex-offenders. Why go on, why try, why care, why hope, why change? Life is worth living when you have hopes and dreams to pursue. Includes a discussion guide. VHS or DVD. 2005. 28 minutes. $119.95

Orders 800.361.1055 Fax 703.335.9486 Online ordering www.impactpublications.com
**From Parole to Payroll Videos**

This comprehensive job search series shows ex-offenders how to select a career and get a job. Loaded with solid content, information interviews, helpful tips, and colorful graphics. VHS or DVD. 15-22 minutes each. $98.95 (DVD) or $108.95 (VHS) each. SPECIAL: $275.95 for all three programs.

- **Finding a Job**
- **Resumes and Job Applications**
- **The Job Interview**

**After Prison: How the Ex-Convict Can Find a Place to Live, Get Work, and Stay Straight**

Where can ex-offenders find housing and jobs as well as emotional strength during the first few months? Inmates answer questions such as: when to begin planning for release, what to tell employers, how to handle money, how to overcome the stigma of incarceration, what to do about housing, and what support programs are available. 31 minutes. $129.00 (DVD); $139.00 (VHS).

**Ex-Offender’s Guide to Job Fair Success**

Shows ex-offenders how to make the most of any job fair: how to present oneself and what to bring, how to respond to questions about one’s criminal past, tips from a prison transition coordinator, networking advice, and advice from employers. Includes workbook, facilitator guides, follow-up activities, and supplemental resources. DVD or VHS. 28 minutes. $99.00

**Finding Employment: The First Step for the Ex-Offender to Making it on the Outside**

Focuses on what the ex-offender needs to know in order to find employment. Includes sound advice on starting a job search while still incarcerated; using want ads and filling out job applications; interview tips, including questions about incarceration; networking with friends and family to find employment; and how to find and take advantage of offender aid programs. Features interviews with experts. 2005. 25 minutes. $98.00 (VHS); $108.00 (DVD).

**Best 10/4 Tips for People With a Not-So-Hot Past**

Reveals how to prepare for an interview and steps for giving specific information about yourself. Outlines follow-up skills and getting your foot in the door. Sensitive and encouraging, this video breaks through to those who may be struggling with a past that is not so hot. VHS or DVD. 18 minutes. 2001. $98.00

**Life After Prison**

Contains interviews with ex-inmates who have made successful transitions to rewarding and prosperous lives. Includes segments with those who have failed on the outside and examines where they went wrong. Parole officers explain why some ex-offenders succeed while others do not. Also covers where to look for employment and how to make the most of the work experience skills learned while incarcerated. 30 minutes. $98.95 (DVD); $108.95 (VHS).

**Making It On the Outside**

Offers advice on what ex-offenders can do to increase their chances of making it on the outside. Features ex-offenders who have made it after release. Three men awaiting parole discuss why they were incarcerated, what they’ve learned during their incarceration to help themselves, and what they expect once they get out. Two women share success stories. 42 minutes. 1996. VHS only. $98.00

**Out for Good!**

Many ex-offenders don’t know what it takes to stay out of prison. Ex-offenders share stories about making it— and not making it— on the outside. Their true stories provide a solid testament to life on the outside and show ex-offenders how they can stay out of prison for good. 1999. 28 minutes. VHS only. $95.00

**Putting the Bars Behind You (Revised Edition)**

This bestselling program addresses the many challenges facing ex-offenders in finding jobs. Outlines the two most effective job search strategies and explains how ex-offenders can discuss their incarceration with prospective employers. 24 minutes. DVD and VHS formats available. $129.00 (DVD) or $139.00 (VHS).

**Re-Entry: Life on the Outside**

Formerly incarcerated men and women speak honestly about post-release issues related to housing, substance abuse, employment, education, and family. Features in-depth interviews with educators, practitioners, and program directors on predictors for relapse, re-offending, and recidivism. Offers strategies for dealing with re-entry challenges. 50 minutes. DVD. 2004. $125.00

**The Re-Entry Trap: Strategies for Successful Re-Entry**

Addresses successful strategies for re-entry by focusing on lifestyle changes, and emphasizing a strong support system to help avoid the traps of falling back into one’s old lifestyle of alcohol, drugs, and crime. Stresses the importance of setting goals and staying focused on such basic needs as food, shelter, clothing, and transportation. Discusses the importance of tolerance, patience, and endurance. 55 minutes. Available in either VHS or DVD formats. $250.00

**Top 10 Videos/DVDs for Ex-Offenders**

The following videos represent our 10 most popular videos used in correctional programs. Can purchase separately. For details on each video, please visit the Video/DVD section of our online bookstore, www.impactpublications.com.

- **Best 10/4 Tips for People With A Not-So-Hot Past ($98.00)**
- **An Ex-Offender’s Guide to Job Fair Success ($99.00)**
- **Finding a Job When Your Past Is Not So Hot ($125.00)**
- **Finding Employment: First Step for the Ex-Offender ($98.00/$108.00)**
- **From Parole to Payroll: Finding a Job ($98.95)**
- **From Parole to Payroll: Resumes and Job Applications ($98.95)**
- **From Parole to Payroll: The Job Interview ($98.95)**
- **Living Free ($129.00/139.00)**
- **Parole ($59.95)**
- **Post-Prison Blues ($129.00/139.00)**

**Tough Questions, Straight Answers**

What should you say when a job application or potential employer asks “Have you been convicted of a felony? If yes, explain.” This video shows how to respond honestly, using techniques developed from actual situations encountered by ex-offenders searching for employment. Includes ex-offenders, employers, and others who discuss their views, experiences, and conditions of disclosing a criminal record. Reveals what works. 28 minutes. VHS only. $95.00

**Finding a Job When Your Past Is Not So Hot**

Here’s the scenario . . . you were fired from your last job; you’re a high school drop-out; you didn’t get along with your previous boss so you do not have a reference. The good news is that these bad news scenarios are possible to overcome. This video offers tangible steps to help build up positive communication about past challenges as you take action to reshape a new and bright future. VHS or DVD format. 25 minutes. 2001. $125.00

**Making the Right Choices**

This program addresses the struggles many ex-offenders face when returning to their old neighborhood. Examines how behaviors often lead a person to addiction and criminal activity. Stresses the importance of staying out for good by taking responsibility for one’s actions, developing humility, and being accountable. Offers successful strategies for transitioning into the community. 51 minutes. VHS or DVD format. $245.00

**Back in the World**

This series shows inmates how to take advantage of prison-based work and learning programs, meet needs for shelter, food, and employment soon after release, and deal with the emotional challenges of prison release. Includes numerous interviews. Each video runs 25 to 31 minutes. $129.00 (DVD) or $139.00 (VHS) each. SPECIAL: $330.00 (DVD) or $360.00 (VHS) for complete series.

**From Prison to Paycheck**

Make sure your resource center includes these seven outstanding video programs. Ideal for communicating job search and job keeping basics, from finding employers and completing applications to preparing for interviews, answering questions properly, and handling the first few weeks on the job. Each video runs 20 to 30 minutes in length. Each program can be purchased separately. SPECIAL: $839.00 (DVDS) or $919.00 (VHS) for all 7 programs.

- **The Complete Job Application ($99.00)**
- **The Very Quick Job Search ($149.00)**
- **Dialing For Jobs ($129.00)**
- **Making a Good First Impression ($129.00)**
- **Why Should I Hire You? ($99.00)**
- **You’re Fired! ($149.00)**
- **After Prison**
- **Post-Prison Blues**

**From Prison to Paycheck**

Make sure your resource center includes these seven outstanding video programs. Ideal for communicating job search and job keeping basics, from finding employers and completing applications to preparing for interviews, answering questions properly, and handling the first few weeks on the job. Each video runs 20 to 30 minutes in length. Each program can be purchased separately. SPECIAL: $839.00 (DVDS) or $919.00 (VHS) for all 7 programs.
Addiction and Recovery

From Addiction to Recovery Kit
Substance abuse and addictive behaviors affect millions of Americans each day. This special resource kit provides the latest insights and wise professional advice on how to best deal with such behaviors. Can purchase separately.

**SPECIAL:** $109.95 for complete kit!
- The Addiction Workbook ($18.95)
- Denial Is Not a River in Egypt ($12.95)
- How to Get and Stay Sober ($12.95)
- Passages Through Recovery ($14.95)
- The Recovery Book ($15.95)
- Sex, Drugs, Gambling, and Chocolate ($15.95)
- Stop the Chaos ($12.95)
- The Truth About Addiction and Recovery ($14.95)

The Addiction Workbook
Patrick Fanning and John O’Neill
At any given time there are 18 million adult alcoholics and drug addicts in America. Of the 17 percent who quit each year, most do so on their own. However, this life-changing handbook helps addicts understand their addiction and the negative effect it has on their lives. Using questionnaires and other tools to guide readers toward self-discovery, it provides the steps addicts must take to become clean and sober. 152 pages. 1996. $18.95

Alcoholics Anonymous – The Big Book
Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc.
Representing a way of life, this essential recovery text has served as a lifeline to millions of recovering alcoholics worldwide! First published in 1939, this updated edition includes 24 new personal stories that reflect AA’s growing diversity. 575 pages. 2002. $14.95. **SPECIAL:** 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Chicken Soup for the Recovering Soul
Robert Ackerman
You are not alone. This unique source of inspiration and renewal is designed as a personal, portable support group. It includes a wonderful collection of stories about healing, hope, love, and resilience for those facing recovery from addictions, depression, behavioral disorders, or other personal demons and dysfunctional lives. 366 pages. 2004. $14.95. **SPECIAL:** 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Chicken Soup Self-Renewal Series
These 16 terrific best-sellers are ideal for anyone facing life's many challenges, especially in dealing with loss, recovery, incarceration, parenting, motivation, spirituality, finding purpose, and more. Can purchase separately. $14.95 each. **SPECIAL:** $197.95 for complete collection. Individual titles include Chicken Soup for the...
- African American Soul
- Body and Soul
- Christian Soul
- Entrepreneur’s Soul
- Grieving Soul
- Healthy Living Soul (3)
- Latinx’s Soul
- Parent’s Soul
- Prisoner’s Soul
- Recovering Soul
- Single Parent’s Soul
- Soul
- Unsinkable Soul
- Volunteer’s Soul

Stop the Chaos! How to Get Control of Your Life
By Beating Booze and Drugs
Allen A. Tighe
Offers a straightforward, practical, effective guide to recovery. Steers readers through the issues addicts must address, such as the importance of reaching out for help, dealing with high-risk behavior, and preventing relapse. Includes exercises, quizzes, and illustrations. 190 pages. 1998. $12.95. **SPECIAL:** 10% discount on 10+ copies.

The Addictive Personality (2nd Edition)
Craig Nakken
Nakken uncovers the common denominator of all addiction and describes how the process is progressive. Sheds new light on genetic factors tied to addiction, cultural influences on addictive behaviors, the progressive nature of the disease, and steps to a successful recovery. 144 pages. 1996. $14.95. **SPECIAL:** 10% discount on 10+ copies.

How to Get Sober and Stay Sober
This guide helps those new to recovery build the foundation for a lifetime of sobriety. Includes exercises, simple language, and illustrations. Provides a thorough look at the first five Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous, which guides newcomers through the process of understanding chemical dependence, how it has affected them, and what they need to do to get help. 96 pages. 2000. $12.95

Addictive Thinking: Understanding Self-Deception
Abraham J. Tverski
Reveals how self-deceptive thought can undermine self-esteem and threaten the sobriety of a recovering individual. Includes updated information and research on depression and affective disorders, the relationship between addictive thinking and relapse, and the origins of addictive thought. Offers hope to those seeking a healthy and rewarding life in recovery. 140 pages. 1997. $13.95. **SPECIAL:** 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Denial Is Not a River in Egypt
Sandi Bachom and Don Ross
Bringing a wealth of wit and humor to the serious subject of recovery, it includes a collection of the quips and wise sayings, epigrams and home truths that have so many people through troubled times and recovery. Embellished with whimsical hieroglyphics, these well-chosen quotations on fear, denial, insanity, ego, resentment, acceptance, healing, and laughter will brighten the day of readers in recovery. 93 pages. 1998. $12.95. **SPECIAL:** 10% on 10+ copies.

Life Without a Crutch
Ned Rololo
Used in correctional institutions, this handbook provides reasons to confront dependency and overcome self-surrender. An ideal introduction to any recovery or reentry program, no matter what the addiction or treatment method. Motivates the reader to accept and confront the influence of dependency in his or her life. 69 pages. $7.95. **SPECIALS:** $74.95 for 10 copies; $695.00 for 100 copies. Life Without a Crutch Training Program also available for $995.00

Meditations for Individuals in Recovery
This terrific set of meditation books helps individuals in recovery develop a spiritual program, relate the Twelve Steps to their everyday lives, and accomplish their treatment and aftercare goals. Includes daily thoughts, meditations, and prayers. Can purchase separately. **SPECIAL:** $123.95 for all 10 books.
- A Day at a Time ($13.95)
- A Life of My Own ($12.95)
- Each Day a New Beginning ($13.95)
- Free At Last ($12.95)
- God Grant Me . . . ($13.95)
- Keep It Simple ($13.95)
- Our Best Days ($12.95)
- The Promise of a New Day ($12.95)
- Twenty-Four Hours a Day ($11.95)
- Wisdom to Know ($12.95)

Pathways to Sobriety Workbook
William Fleeman
Over 10% of the U.S. population is dependent on alcohol or some other substance. Presenting an effective 8-step program, this book helps readers unlearn their destructive behaviors. Each chapter contains first-person accounts that clarify concepts and personalize the lessons and exercises. 256 pages. 2004. $19.95. **SPECIAL:** 10% discount on 10+ copies.

The Recovery Book
Eisenberg, Mooney, and Gitlow
Explains exactly what a recovering addict and his or her family will face during every stage of living clean and sober. Includes information on support groups, family relationships, temptations, and hundreds of questions and answers. An easy-to-use one-stop reference on alcohol and other addictions. 624 pages. 1992. $15.95. **SPECIAL:** 10% discount on 10+ copies.
Sex, Drugs, Gambling, and Chocolate (2nd Edition)
A. Thomas Harvath
Offers an alternative approach to 12-step programs, which do not work for everyone. Takes users step-by-step through the process of setting goals and changing behaviors. Deals with over 100 addictive behaviors. Filled with practical exercises and projects for taking personal responsibility for addictions. 240 pages. 2003. $15.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

VIDEOS/DVDS

Addiction Video/DVD Series
Terence T. Gorski
This three-part program presents the most recent research on addiction as a brain disease that causes personality problems and social dysfunctions. Takes a hard look at alcohol and other drugs, explains risk factors, and shows how to recognize and stop denial in order to break out of the addiction cycle. Available as either videos or DVDs (please specify). 32 minutes each. 2004. Can purchase separately at $150.00 each. SPECIAL: $400.00 for complete three-part series.

- Mind-Altering Substances
- Substance Abuse and Addiction
- Addictive Risk Factors

Getting Out of the Game: Avoiding the Trap of Drug Dealing
Reelizations Media
Money, power, respect, popularity, and glamour all seem to come easy for the drug dealer. This program features a support group for people facing the temptation to return to dealing. The group faces real-life issues: relationships with old friends, financial stress, the illusion that they can deal without using, and the false belief that this time they won’t get caught. Includes free Counselor’s Guide with reproducible client worksheets. VHS or DVD. 35 minutes. $195.00

Meth: Our Nation’s Crisis – A Toolkit for Change
Terence T. Gorski
Finally, a cost-effective toolkit to help communities combat the scourge of methamphetamine! Meth addiction affects everyone in some way—treatment specialists, educators, corrections officers, individuals, and families. This new resource kit educates communities with three video documentaries (on DVD) about meth prevention, addiction, and recovery: Walking on Thin Ice, Meth: Shadow Across America, and Life After Meth. It also includes (PDF files on CD) meth primer for general audiences, community leader’s guide, school guide, parent’s guide, employer’s guide, health care professional’s guide, campaign guide for engaging meth-related public policies, and a directory of additional sources about meth. 2006. $99.00

Marijuana
Explains how chemicals in marijuana collect in the walls of brain cells, impairing the user’s memory, coordination, and perception. Marijuana can also cause changes in judgment and projection of the addict’s problems. This distortion of reality causes the people closest to the addict to behave in a similar way in an effort to cope with the addict. A vicious cycle results, often perpetuated in subsequent generations. 34 minutes. $250.00

Meeting At the Crossroads
Terence T. Gorski
Teens in a juvenile detention facility tell how they got involved with drugs and talk about the negative consequences of their decisions. They discuss peer pressure and what it takes to stay away from drugs. An emergency room physician talks about teen substance abuse, and a trauma surgeon discusses the consequences of drunk driving. $129.00 (DVD) or $139.00 (VHS).

Criminal and Addictive Thinking
As participants in a cognitive-behavioral treatment program, inmates share stories about manipulating, intimidating, physically assaulting, and even murdering individuals who got in the way. Raw, real, and tragic, the inmates’ stories reveal (1) how distorted thoughts and unresolved feelings fuel criminal behavior; (2) why using drugs and committing crimes are fundamentally linked; and (3) what it really means to take charge of your life and respect others. 2002. $225.00

Preventing Relapse
Inmates share their recovery struggles and suggestions for staying clean and sober. Inmates make it clear that relapse is a real and menacing threat, particularly for the newly sober and released. They discuss important relapse prevention actions: (1) avoid high-risk situations and people, (2) get a good sponsor, (3) go to Alcoholics Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous, or other support groups regularly, and (4) before acting, ask yourself, is it illegal? immoral? irresponsible? 2002. $225.00

Life on Life’s Terms
Inmates and former inmates discuss what they did to safeguard their sobriety after either reinteg ration into general population or release from incarceration. Offering straightforward and helpful advice, participants talk about their experiences in four critical areas: (1) finding a place to live, (2) searching for a job, (3) figuring out how to handle spare time, and (4) discovering who to turn to for support. 30 minutes. 2002. $225.00

Psychology of Addiction
Explains how chemical substances move through the body to the brain, where psychological effects upon the addict include denial, rationalization, minimization and projection of the addict's problems. This distortion of reality causes the people closest to the addict to behave in a similar way in an effort to cope with the addict. A vicious cycle results, often perpetuated in subsequent generations. 34 minutes. $250.00

Recovery Video Series
This three-part series presents the most recent research on what people do to successfully recover from addiction. Designed to guide viewers through a process that allows them to understand the recovery process, build a foundation for successful recovery, and create a quality recovery that will support sober and responsible living in all stages of life development. VHS or DVD formats. 2004. Can purchase separately at $150.00 each. SPECIAL: $400.00 for complete three-part series.

- The Recovery Process — 33 minutes
- Creating Quality Recovery — 35 minutes
- Building a Foundation for Recovery — 42 minutes

Relapse Video Series
This three-part video series helps individuals in recovery, as well as clinical staff, deal with the main principles and issues affecting relapse prevention and management. The video presents the basic principles of relapse prevention, common warning signs that lead from stable recovery to relapse, and how to establish a relapse prevention and relapse management plan. Each tape is broken down into 8-12 minute segments for questions and discussion. $150.00 each. SPECIAL: $400.00 for the complete series of three videos.

- Basic Principles — 29 minutes
- Relapse Warning Signs — 33 minutes
- Managing Relapse Warning Signs — 46 minutes

Women, Trauma, and Recovery
A high percentage of female addicts have experienced severe trauma—sexual abuse, physical beatings, emotional abuse, violent assault, and witnessing severe violence. Many suffer from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. This program presents the testimony of six recovering women with PTSD. They reveal how distorted thoughts and unresolved feelings fuel their criminal behavior; (2) how they manipulate, intimidate, physically assault, and even murder others; (3) what it means to take charge of their lives and respect others. 2002. $225.00

Drugs of Addiction Video Series
This video series features essential facts and vivid, dramatic personal stories by recovering addicts that challenge myths with realities. 20 to 46 minutes each. Some titles also available in Spanish (*) and DVD. $225.00 each. SPECIAL: $1,395.00 for complete series of 9 videos.

- Club Drugs: When the Party Is Over
- OxyContin™ and Other Prescription Drugs: Killing the Pain
- Alcohol: The Substance, the Addiction, the Solution*
- Cocaine and Crack: Back From the Abyss*
- Heroin: What Am I Going to Do?*
- Cross-Addiction: The Back Door to Relapse
- Marijuana: Escape to Nowhere
- Methamphetamine: Deciding to Live*
- Prescription Drugs: Recovery From the Hidden Addiction
Disabilities and Mental Health

Ex-Offender Overcoming Disabilities and Co-Occurring Disorders Kit
Many ex-offenders experience a variety of learning (ADD, ADHD, dyslexia) and mental disabilities (depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia) that often go undiagnosed and untreated. Some of these disabilities relate to co-occurring disorders as well as contribute to criminal behavior. This unique kit brings together some of the best resources for assisting ex-offenders with key disabilities. Can purchase separately. SPECIAL: $289.95 for the complete set of 14 books.

- ADD/ADHD Checklist ($12.95)
- Complete Learning Disabilities Handbook ($29.95)
- Delivered From Distraction ($14.95)
- Dr. Bob’s Guide to Stop ADHD in 18 Days ($19.95)
- The Gift of Dyslexia ($14.95)
- Juvenile Offenders With Mental Health Disorders ($40.00)
- Mental Health In Corrections ($15.00)
- New Hope for People With Bipolar Disorder ($18.95)
- Offenders With Developmental Disabilities ($50.00)
- Overcoming Dyslexia ($15.95)
- Surviving Manic Depression ($18.00)
- Taking Charge of ADHD ($19.95)
- Understanding Depression ($15.95)
- You Mean I’m Not Lazy, Stupid, or Crazy? ($16.00)

Juvenile Offenders With Mental Health Disorders
Lisa M. Boesky, Ph.D.
Many juveniles entering the justice system have mental health disorders. Designed for professionals working with this population, this book examines major challenges one can expect to encounter: depression, bipolar disorder, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), substance abuse disorders, suicidal behavior, self-injurious behavior, post traumatic stress disorder, psychosis, and more. 354 pages. 2002. $40.00. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Understanding Disabilities for Dummies Kit
When presented in the format of a user-friendly “Dummies” book, various disabilities are easy to understand. Each of the following “must have” books addresses a particular disability using the classic “Dummies” approach. Can purchase each separately. SPECIAL: $157.95 for all eight titles.

- ADD and ADHD for Dummies ($19.99)
- Anxiety and Depression Workbook for Dummies ($19.99)
- Bipolar Disorder for Dummies ($19.99)
- Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for Dummies ($19.99)
- Depression for Dummies ($21.99)
- Overcoming Anxiety for Dummies ($21.99)
- Overcoming Dyslexia for Dummies ($19.99)
- Understanding Autism for Dummies ($19.99)

Teen Self-Help Recovery Workbooks
Each of these popular workbooks provides teens with information they need to overcome a specific problem. A “must have” collection for anyone working with troubled teens. Includes a CD. $29.95 each. SPECIAL: $143.95 for all 5 books:

- Anxiety Workbook for Teens (anxiety disorders)
- Social Success Workbook (Asperger Syndrome)
- Stopping the Pain (self-injury)
- What’s Eating You? (eating disorders)
- Beyond the Blues (depression)

TRY – Treatment Readiness for You: A Workbook for Sex Offenders
Murray C. Cullen, Ph.D., and Robin J. Wilson, Ph.D.
Those who commit sex crimes often are saddled with issues which lead them to act the way they do. Many of these individuals have chosen to ignore these issues. If they continue this denial, it can lead to repeat offenses. How do you get them ready to face their problem? TRY helps prepare offenders to break through the walls they built and tackle their real issues. 74 pages. 2003. $15.00. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Mental Health In Corrections
Wesley Savors, MD, and Kenneth Thompson, MD, with Stephen Mullins, MD
Discusses current treatment options and the involvement of the correctional officier. Describes inmate behavior and other phenomena related to mental illness and allows the officer to employ four basic steps for dealing with mental health issues: engagement, recognition, assessment of immediate danger, and referral to appropriate treatment sources. 1998. $15.00

You Mean I’m Not Lazy, Stupid, or Crazy? (2nd Edition)
Kate Kelly and Peggy Ramundo
Shows adults with ADHD how to achieve a balance by analyzing their strengths and weaknesses; get along in groups, at work, and in intimate relationships; learn the mechanics and methods of getting organized and improving memory; and seek professional help, including therapy and medication; and much more. 2006. $16.00. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Reinventing Your Life
Jeffrey E. Young and Janet S. Klosko
Two respected psychologists draw on the breakthrough principles of cognitive therapy to help you recognize and change negative thought patterns, without the aid of drugs or long-term traditional therapy. They describe eleven of the most common lifetrips, provide a diagnostic test for each, and offer step-by-step instructions to help you break free of the traps. This innovative approach to solving ongoing emotional problems will help you create a more fulfilling life. 365 pages. 1994. $15.00. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Understanding Depression
J. Raymond DePaulo, Jr.
Shows how to find out if what you’re coping with is, in fact, depression. Examines the full range of proven therapies, both mainstream and alternative, that are currently available. This user-friendly handbook is an indispensable resource for anyone who must deal directly or indirectly with the devastating effects of this common, frightening, yet controllable condition. 304 pages. 2003. $15.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

New Hope for People With Bipolar Disorder
Fawcett, Golden, and Rosenfeld
Individuals can maintain control of their bipolar disorder and begin enjoying life again! This book dispels the myths and fears surrounding bipolar disorder. It offers compassionate, practical, and immediate guidance for anyone affected by this disorder. Experts examine the causes, symptoms, and patterns of bipolar disorder; new medications; the latest psychiatric findings; complementary therapies that work; parenting with a bipolar child; and much more. 352 pages. Softcover. 2000. $18.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Surviving Manic Depression
E. Fuller Torrey and Michael B. Knable
For anyone suffering from the horrific highs and lows of manic depression (bipolar disorder). Examines causes, symptoms, risk factors, and treatment. Addresses special problems, including alcohol and drug abuse, violent behavior, medication noncompliance, and the seduction of mania. 2002. $18.00

Understanding Teenage Depression
Maureen Empfield and Nick Bakalar
Provides the latest scientific findings on this serious condition, and the most up to date information on its treatment. Includes numerous vignettes drawn from Dr. Empfield’s clinical practice as well as first-person accounts from teenagers who have suffered from depression. 256 pages. 2001. $16.00. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.
Attitudes and Motivation

Secrets to Success: The Change Your Thinking, Attitudes, and Behavior Kit
Here’s the ultimate resource kit for changing behaviors through cognitive restructuring, attitude replacement, motivational training, goal setting, and habit busting approaches. Can purchase separately (see www.impactpublications.com for descriptions of each title). SPECIAL: $949.00 for complete kit with DVDs; $969.00 with VHS versions.

BOOKS
- 7 Habits of Highly Effective People ($15.95)
- The 8th Habit ($15.00)
- 10 Commitments to Your Success ($11.95)
- 12 Bad Habits That Hold Good People Back ($15.95)
- 100 Ways to Motivate Yourself ($14.99)
- Attitude Is Everything ($14.95)
- Awaken the Giant Within ($16.00)
- Change Your Attitude ($15.99)
- Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life ($16.95)
- Changing for Good ($12.95)
- Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Dummies ($19.99)
- Create Your Own Future ($16.95)
- Dream It, Do It ($16.95)
- Eat That Frog! ($14.95)
- Feeling Good Handbook ($22.00)
- Finding Your Own North Star ($14.95)
- Get Out of Your Own Way ($13.95)
- Goals! ($15.95)
- Habit Change Workbook ($19.95)
- Little Gold Book of YES! Attitudes ($19.99)
- Magic of Thinking Big ($13.00)
- Million Dollar Habits ($19.95)
- The One Thing You Need to Know ($29.95)
- Power of Positive Thinking ($13.99)
- Power of Purpose ($15.95)
- The Purpose-Driven Life ($19.99)
- Reinventing Your Life ($15.00)
- Reinventing Yourself ($14.99)
- The Secret ($23.95)
- Simple Steps to Impossible Dreams ($14.00)
- Sex, Drugs, Gambling, and Chocolate ($15.95)
- Shine ($15.95)
- Story of You ($19.99)

52 Weeks of Esteemable Acts
Francine Ward
Outlines a daily program of action for transforming a life of addiction, crime, and dysfunction into one of integrity, service, and achievement. Reveals the principles used by the author to turn her life around. Motivates readers to live their best life through the practice of forgiveness, service, gratitude, and self-discipline. 250 pages. 2005. $12.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Dream It, Do It
Sharon Cook and Graciela Sholander
Profiles over 35 celebrities who have made their dreams come true. Includes Harrison Ford, Tiger Woods, Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter, Gloria Estefan, Barbara Walters, Maya Angelou, and Yo-Yo Ma. Each story relates to one of the key ingredients to success: confidence, courage, commitment, creativity, purpose, passion, persistence, resilience, risk, and responsibility. 238 pages. 2004. $15.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

100 Ways to Motivate Yourself (2nd Edition)
Steve Chandler
Change your life by following the 100 techniques outlined in this book for breaking down negative barriers and thoughts that prevent you from fulfilling goals and dreams. Filled with practical advice that helps you turn “what could have been” into “what will be” thinking for achieving success. 224 pages. 2004. $14.99. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

The Secret
Rhonda Byrne (Editor)
Somewhere between New Age snake oil and old-fashioned positive thinking, this phenomenal bestseller reveals time-less secrets for achieving happiness and success. Focusing on the concept of positive attractions (thoughts create reality), this book may be the magic pill for achieving great wealth, health, and relationships and for achieving what seems impossible. 2007. 216 pages. Hardcover. $23.95

DVD/VIDEOS
- Get Motivated! ($69.00/79.00)
- A New Attitude ($99.00)
- Down But Not Out ($129.00/139.00)
- Motivation and Goal Setting ($99.00)

Attitude Is Everything (2nd Edition)
Keith Harrell
This “attitude tune-up” book is filled with powerful concepts and strategies. Illustrated with many anecdotes on how to take control of your life. Includes such steps as identifying self-defeating attitudes, reframing bad attitudes, building supportive relationships, and dealing with disappointments. 272 pages. 2005. $14.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount 10+ copies.

Brian Tracy’s Attitude, Motivation, and Success Collection
One of America’s leading motivational speakers and positive thinkers shows how to change the way you think in order to open new doors to unlimited success. Focuses on the importance of setting goals, managing time, expanding your thinking, and imagining your own unlimited potential. 2000-2005. Can purchase separately. SPECIAL: $127.95 for all 8 books; 10% discount on 10+ copies.

The Power of Positive Thinking (3 books in one)
Norman Vincent Peale
Translated into 15 languages, this phenomenal bestseller remains one of the most influential and inspirational books ever published. Offers a profound method for mastering the problems of everyday living. Shows how to eliminate self doubt, free yourself from worry and stress, visualize solutions to problems, and create a habit of happiness for achieving success. This special value volume also includes two other books: The Positive Principle Today and Enthusiasm Makes the Difference. Hardcover. $13.99. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Awaken the Giant Within
Anthony Robbins
America’s leading “positive thinking” and empowerment guru outlines the most effective strategies and techniques for taking immediate control of your mental, emotional, physical, and financial destiny. Reveals fundamental principles of self-mastery that help you discover your true purpose. 1992. $16.00. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

IMPACT PUBLICATIONS
orders 800.361.1055 fax 703.335.9486 online ordering www.impactpublications.com
The Little Gold Book of YES! Attitude
Jeffrey Gitomer
This book includes a step-by-step game plan for understanding and mastering your attitude. You'll learn specific things you can do to maintain your intensity, drive, and commitment, discover “attitude gems” that capture the value of thousands of dollars of books and courses; learn how to overcome the most dangerous “attitude busters;” and much more. 208 pages. Hardcover. 2006. $19.99

7 Habits of Highly Effective People (Revised Edition)
Stephen R. Covey
Discover what millions of others are learning about themselves and the secrets to success with this phenomenal bestseller (15+ million copies sold) that reveals powerful and timeless lessons in personal change. Offers a principle-centered approach to problems. 384 pages. 2005. $15.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life
Brian Tracy
America's motivational guru offers 11 powerful principles that will help anyone get on the road to a better, more fulfilling personal and professional life. Shows how to unlock one's full potential for achieving success with ideas that can be immediately applied to get positive results. 288 pages. 2005. $16.95

17 Lies That Are Holding You Back and the Truth That Will Set You Free
Steve Chandler
Examines 17 self-defeating lies most people tell themselves that prevent them from being everything they could be. The author points out that everyone already possesses the power they need to free themselves. 240 pages. 2000. $15.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

The Success Principles
Jack Canfield
Details 64 timeless principles used by successful people throughout history. Covers everything from changing attitudes and setting goals to developing successful relationships and making more money. 477 pages. 2005. $15.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

Anger, Rage and Recovery Kit
Murray C. Cullen, Ph.D.
Anger and rage are often part of larger co-occurring disorders, such as substance abuse and mental illness. With some effort, they can be managed to tolerable levels. However, like any addiction, recovery is often difficult and relapse is a frequent fact of life. This unique kit pulls together some of the best resources for dealing with anger and rage as well as the complicating issues of long-term recovery and possible relapse. Can purchase separately. SPECIAL: $995.00 for complete kit with DVDs; $1,005.00 for kit with videos (VHS format).

Books
- Angry All the Time ($13.95)
- Anger and Conflict in the Workplace ($15.95)
- The Anger Control Workbook ($17.95)
- Anger Management Sourcebook ($16.95)
- Anger-Free ($12.95)
- Angry Men ($14.95)
- Angry Women ($14.95)
- Beyond Anger: A Guide for Men ($14.95)
- Cage Your Rage for Teens Workbook ($12.50)
- Cage Your Rage for Women ($15.00)
- Controlling People ($12.95)
- Forgiveness ($13.95)
- Letting Go of Anger ($15.95)
- Pathways to Peace Anger Management Workbook ($19.95)
- Rage ($14.95)
- Reaching Men ($39.95)
- Responding to Anger: A Workbook ($14.95)
- Stop the Anger Now ($17.95)
- Transforming Anger ($12.95)
- Violent No More ($17.95)
- You Can’t Say That to Me! ($18.95)

Dvds/videos
- Cage Your Rage Workbook ($15.00)
- Controlling People ($12.95)
- Forgiveness ($13.95)
- Letting Go of Anger ($15.95)
- Pathways to Peace Anger Management Workbook ($19.95)
- Rage ($14.95)
- Reaching Men ($39.95)
- Responding to Anger: A Workbook ($14.95)
- Stop the Anger Now ($17.95)
- Transforming Anger ($12.95)
- Violent No More ($17.95)
- You Can’t Say That to Me! ($18.95)

Cage Your Rage Workbook (English or Spanish)
Murray C. Cullen, Ph.D.
This self-study workbook is designed to help offenders who have difficulty dealing with anger. Examines what anger is, explains its causes, and offers ways to manage it. 94 pages. Available in English and Spanish editions (please specify for Spanish). $15.00. SPECIAL: 10 copies for $139.95.

Cage Your Rage for Teens
Murray C. Cullen
Helps juveniles better understand and deal with anger by recording their feelings and actions. Chapters discuss what causes anger, growing up with anger, how emotions develop, relaxation, and managing anger. Also deals with calming others, compromise, staging and signposting, self-talk, and feeling and action controls. 1996. 100 pages. $12.50. SPECIAL: 10 copies for $119.95.

Cage Your Rage for Men
Judith Urquhart and Murray C. Cullen
Men and women express their anger in different ways. Based on the principles of the bestselling Cage Your Rage program, this book responds to the
needs of women. Chapters include: Anger Has Many Faces; Feelings: All Is Not As It Seems; Shame, Guilt, and Embarrassment; Managing Anger; and more. 2003. 75 pages. $15.00. SPECIAL: 10 copies for $139.95.

**Cage Your Rage for Teens Facilitator’s Guide**

“The companion guide is right on target. Very practical...Hints and tools for practitioners are excellent.” --Linda J. Romano, M.A., LCSW, Criminal Justice Consultant. This instructor’s manual provides invaluable assistance for leading teens through the Cage Your Rage for Teens program. 95 pages. 1996. $50.00.

**Cage Your Rage Leader’s Guide**

*Murray C. Cullen, Ph.D., and Ronald R. Cullen*

Assists anyone delivering anger management programs by anticipating obstacles that leaders may encounter, and provides suggestions that will enable the program to run more smoothly. Suggests exercises, activities, and dramatizations that the facilitator can use. Useful for both novice and expert trainers. Makes it easy for inmates who have completed the course to become new facilitators. $50.00

**Rage: A Step-By-Step Guide to Overcoming Explosive Anger**

*Ronald T. Potter-Efron, MSW, Ph.D*

Extreme anger culminating in uncontrolled rage affects millions of people who often cause irreparable emotional and physical harm to themselves, their loved ones, and even innocent bystanders. Worst of all, rage threatens relationships, jobs, property, and many other things of value. If not dealt with, it can literally ruin your life. This book identifies different types of anger and rage as well as offers no-nonsense step-by-step anger management tools that really work. 160 pages. 2007. $14.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

**Angry Men and Women**

*Lynne McClure, Ph.D.*

Showing how anger differs with men and women, these two books (Angry Men and Angry Women) offer advice on how men and women can deal with other people’s anger as well as manage their own anger. Books include real-life cases, questions, and practical skills. 2004. $14.95 each, or $28.95 for both. SPECIAL: 20-60% discounts (see page 1).

**Anger and Conflict in the Workplace**

*Lynne McClure, Ph.D.*

Identifies the signs of anger and conflict, as well as outlines key skills for creating a more productive workplace. Reveals 8 types of anger found in many workplaces. Examines each type in reference to seven skills both managers and employees need in order to better manage anger and conflict in the workplace. 2000. $15.95. SPECIAL: 20-60% discounts (see page 1).

**Beyond Anger: A Guide for Men**

*Thomas J. Harbin*

This book shows angry men how to control violent feelings as well as develop new habits to prevent anger before it starts. Filled with useful strategies that can change lives of angry men. 240 pages. 2000. $14.95.

**Violent No More**

*Michael J. Paynor*

Speaks directly to angry males, offering guidelines for change. Shows how men can move beyond abusive behavior to lead peaceful, nonviolent lives. Includes exercises, research, and follow-up interviews with couples. 304 pages. 2000. $17.95

**Responding to Anger: A Workbook**

*Lorraine Bilodeau*

An enlightening how-to manual, this easy-to-use workbook combines up-to-date information with questions and exercises to help recognize, understand, and respond to other people’s anger in positive, effective, and constructive ways. Offers the tools, techniques, and know-how to defuse anger, work through it to greater intimacy, or sense when it’s best left alone. 272 pages. 2001. $14.95. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 10+ copies.

**Pathways to Peace Anger Management Workbook**

*William Fleeman*

Helps anger abusers end destructive behavior and take steps toward growth. Focuses on values and goals that support a rage-free lifestyle and helps users avoid relapsing back into angry behavior. 212 pages. 2003. $19.95

**Niagara Falls Metaphor:**

**Dealing with Anger, Drugs, and the Relapse Process**

Wow! A cost-effective video that focuses on the critical link between anger, substance abuse, and relapse. Presented as a dynamic seminar, this informative program explains how anger and the relapse process are similar to a dangerous trip down the Niagara River and over the Falls. Offers practical concepts and skills designed to prevent relapse. A “must have” program. VHS or DVD formats. 43 minutes. 2002. Available elsewhere for $99.95. SPECIALS: $69.95 for one program; $599.95 for 10 programs; $5,795.00 for 100 programs. A master copy of a 24-page interactive journal/workbook (designed for making unlimited copies) available for $99.00.

**Cage Your Rage Program**

*Murray Cullen and Ronald R. Cullen*

The most widely used anger management program in correctional settings! This integrated training package consists of Cage Your Rage Leader’s Guide, four DVDs, and 10 copies of Cage Your Rage Workbook for participants. The videos facilitate discussions about managing emotions. Includes dramatized scenes to stimulate discussion and demonstrate anger management techniques. Inmates discuss their own methods of managing anger. 75 minutes. $644.95

- Anger Past and Present
- What Causes Anger
- Anger and Aggression
- Managing Your Anger

**Cage Your Rage for Juveniles Video Program**

Examines critical areas in helping juvenile offenders identify and control anger and rage. Part One helps juveniles examine themselves and the roots of their anger. Part Two helps them understand how their anger turns into rage and leads to aggressive behavior. Part Three helps them analyze situations and develop appropriate responses to anger by using self-talk. Part Four offers anger management alternatives. Includes three videos (52 minutes), comprehensive leader’s guide, and workbook. $265.00. Workbooks available for $12.50 each (see Cage Your Rage for Teens Workbook on page 12).

**Manhood and Violence: Fatal Peril**

This one-hour documentary video takes a look at reentry and the issue of male violence as it relates to the male role belief system. It focuses on nine men from diverse ethnicities who have either re-offended or violated the terms and conditions of their probation/parole. The men have all been court-mandated to participate in an intensive four-month violence prevention project where the re-arrest rate for violent offenses by the program's participants dropped by 80 percent. DVD or VHS format. $129.95

**Beyond Anger: Connecting With Self and Others**

Helps individuals let go of the past and prepare for a productive future. Defines anger, explains how it is learned early in life, and describes how cycles of anger develop when a person continues to express anger in unhealthy ways. An ex-offender shares the moving story of how he learned as a child to deal with anger, and he acts out a scene from his life where he is forced to confront his anger. The four parts focus on: Anger, Healing Repressed Anger, Forgiveness, and Reconciliation. 50 minutes. 1999. $149.00. Program also available with a facilitator’s guide ($59.95) and reproducible worksheets ($34.99). SPECIAL: Complete instructional package for $225.00.

**How to Handle Conflict and Confrontation**

This video shows how to resolve conflict professionally using expert conflict-management techniques. 60 minutes (divided into three 20-minute modules). Comes with Interactive Handbook, Participant’s Guide, and Instructor’s Guide. VHS or DVD versions. $99.00

**Pulling Punches: A Curriculum for Rage Management**

This highly acclaimed three-part anger management series addresses the whole anger process. Shows how to better manage anger and make long-term behavioral changes. Includes crucial skills for avoiding relapse. 35 minutes. Includes Counselor’s Guide with reproducible worksheets. VHS DVD. $495.00
Life Skills for Success

Best 10 1/4 Tips for Controlling Anger Video
Focuses on developing communication skills for controlling anger and redirecting the anger of others. Covers the importance of preparing for disappointments and how to “let anger out safely.” A good resource for teaching important life skills. VHS or DVD format. $98.00. SPECIAL: 10% discount on 5+ copies.

Violence and Substance Abuse
This video provides a visual guideline for understanding violent behavior and learning to change the behavioral patterns that lead to destructive behavior.

Life Strategies for Teens Video Series
These 12 videos feature teens who address frankly what it’s really like dealing with such issues as jealousy, assertiveness, frustration and negative feelings, making good choices, time management, fear of failure, shyness, divorce, and more. These engaging and upbeat videos provide timeless advice on how teens can make better choices throughout their lives. Appropriate for high school students and young adults. 19-20 minutes each. $98.00 (VHS) or $99.00 (DVD) each. SPECIAL: $99.50 for all 12 VHS videos, $1,095.00 for all 12 DVDs.

Managing Your Personal Finances Series
Popular with correctional facilities, this video series covers everything from handling a paycheck and using credit to borrowing, saving, banking, and making large-ticket purchases. 18-20 minutes each. $98.00 for each video and $108.00 each for DVD. SPECIALS: 6 videos: $490.00; 6 DVDs: $540.00.

Success in the Job World Series
This award-winning video series prepares individuals for the realities of the workplace by giving viewers a taste of various “real” job situations. Each video runs nearly 15 minutes and includes an activity pack of worksheets. Series includes a teacher’s guide with objectives, activities, and more. 2000. VHS: $99.00; DVD: $109.00 each. SPECIAL: $719.00 (VHS) or $850.00 (DVD) for all 10 programs.

Four Phases of Community Re-Entry
Walking out of a treatment facility or prison without proper re-entry preparation is a recipe for failure. Rosetta Oliver stresses the importance of re-entry preparation—a four-phase process that can make the difference between success and failure. Prepares ex-offenders for key re-entry issues. Includes a facilitator’s guide. 32 minutes. 2001. VHS or DVD. $210.00

Videos, Parenting & Re-Connecting

Post-Prison Blues
Deals with the emotional challenges of prison release. Inmates and experts relate their experiences and valuable insights on how to make the emotional transition. They talk about dealing with the label “ex-convict,” coping with the change from structured time, surviving without support from family or friends, helping children understand why they were in prison, and dealing with the often uncertain future. 1999. 28 minutes. $129.00 (DVD) or $139.00 (VHS).

The Story of Fathers and Sons
One father loses his two-month-old son; another father watches his son grow up through prison bars; one son wants to be the father he never had; and another son sheds tears of joy to be an old man alongside his dad. This documentary reflects the cycle of fatherhood and the path to maturity. Among the many poignant stories told firsthand are those of actor Edward James Olmos and basketball star Shaquille O’Neal. (46 minutes, color). $149.95

Bad Dads
This video focuses on an unusual parenting program at a federal penitentiary. Called “H.O.P.E. For Life,” it assists prison inmates who are poor fathers. The men are confronted by troubled teenagers who have been neglected, abandoned or abused by their own fathers. Role playing brings to the surface the pain and anger each individual suffers. The men reveal the anger of their own childhoods before they can sincerely apologize to their children. $99.95 (VHS or DVD).

Books

7 Habits of Highly Effective Families
Stephen R. Covey
Imparts practical advice on solving common family dilemmas, such as finding quality time to spend together, dealing with family disputes, healing a broken relationship, and changing a negative family atmosphere. 400 pages. 1998. $15.00

7 Secrets of Successful Families
Jimmy Evans
Reveals the traits functional families have in common and how to overcome dysfunctional family life. Shows how to communicate sensitive family issues and resolve conflicts without damaging family unity, how affection and accountability can bring stability, and more. 130 pages. 2002. $12.99

How to Be a Responsible Father: A Workbook for Offenders
Terry Stavar, EdD
This workbook helps incarcerated men become responsible fathers. Examines communication, discipline, stress, reunification, and more—overcoming key barriers to becoming the fathers they should be. 223 pages. 2006. $30.00. Instructor’s Manual available for $50.00

Families, Parenting & Re-Connecting

Important for offenders who have been violent towards men, women and children, this video provides vital information about identifying problems and correcting the behavior that leads to violence. 28 minutes. $225.00

Young Men’s Work: Stopping Violence and Building Community
This video teaches young men how to confront the beliefs that lead to violent behavior and how to recognize and challenge these beliefs and behaviors. Teaches alternative behaviors for healthier, more positive outcomes. 27 minutes. $99.00. Also available: 172-page facilitator’s guide ($72.95), teen handbook ($6.95), and set of three 22” x 34” posters ($25.00). SPECIAL: Complete package for $225.00.
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**POSTERS**

**Job Search Tools**
This set of five posters covers job search basics. Each 17” x 22” poster is fully illustrated with easy-to-follow bulleted points and highlighted examples. 2001. $224.95 for the framed set, $42.50 for unframed set.

- Cover Letters
- Resumes
- Job Applications
- Interviews
- Thank You Letters and Notes

**Interview Tips and Etiquette**
These five colorful posters stress the importance of the job interview for getting the job offer. $44.95 (unframed only)

- Get In the Know Before the Show, Research!
- You Get One Chance to Make a First Impression
- If This Job’s for You, Show It!
- Your First Interview Should Always Be With Yourself, Practice!
- Take the Time to Be On Time

**Basic Work Skills**
Assists individuals in preparing for the workplace by emphasizing key work skills. Five laminated 17” x 22” posters. $44.95 (unframed only)

- Get Along With Co-Workers!
- Know Your Job Description!
- Start the Day Right!
- Write It Once and Check It Twice!
- Send a Positive Message!

**GAMES**

**Penitentiary - Master of the Game**
This game—of penitentiary “thugocracy,” strong versus weak, choices and fatalities—is for adults who are in the corrections system. It captures the essence of crime, prison time, rehabilitation, and the transition to society—all four of which comprise the four sections of the game board. The Master of the Game is the player who aces all four boundaries of the board, negotiating his/her way to the “GET UP” Collect Your Discharge Papers space and opening the last handcuff to freedom. Two to seven players can participate. The board is placed on a table with Crime Cards, Prison Time Cards, Rehabilitation Cards, and Transition to Society Cards face up in their assigned locations on the board. Each player chooses a color pawn to represent him/her traveling around the board. Includes dice or spinners. $34.95

**Re-Entry Board Games for Ex-Offenders**
These seven popular and engaging games are ideal for ex-offenders preparing to enter the free world. Each Monopoly-style game teaches key concepts and skills. Can be played by multiple groups at a time (ideal for up to four teams with two players each). Each game includes a teacher’s booklet for post-game discussion. Can purchase separately. SPECIAL: $319.95 for all seven games.

- Career Odyssey ($51.95)
- Ethics on the Job ($46.95)
- You’re Hired! ($46.95)
- You Can’t Fire the Customer ($46.95)
- Overcoming Employment Barriers ($46.95)
- Keys to Job Success ($46.95)

**TRAINING PROGRAM**

**Clean & Sober But Unemployed Job Survival Skills Curriculum**
This four-week classroom instructional program takes ex-offenders with addiction issues through all phases of their job search. Addresses the unique barriers they face and results in an individualized action plan for success. Program includes: Facilitator’s Guide (with lesson plans and reproducible worksheets), Interview Skills Survival Guide for Ex-Offenders, Interview Skills Power Point Presentation, Ex-Offenders Can Ace the Interview DVD (or VHS format), and nine Job Survival Skills Guides on different employment/workplace issues. $595.00